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By letter of 16 January 1975 the President of the Council of the 
European Communities consulted the European Parliament on the communi-
cation from the Corrunission of the European Commur.ities to the Council 
(Doc. 465/74) concerning an action programme in favour of migrant 
workers and their families. 
By letter of: S I:'ebruary 1975 the President of the European Parliament 
referred t11i.s proposal to the Committee: on Social Affairs and Employment 
as the committee responsible and to the Committee on Cultural Affairs 
and Youth for its opinion. 
On 17 December 1974 the Committee on Social Affairs and 
Employment appointed Mr Albers rapporteur. 
It considered the proposal at its meetings of 12 February, 
25 March, 23 April, 27 May and 24 June 1975 and, at the last-mentioned 
meeting, adopted the motion for a resolution by 10 votes to 1 with 2 
abstentions. 
Present: Mr A. Bertrand, chairman; Mr Adams and Mr M:arras, vice-
chairmen; Mr Albers, rapporteur; Mr Albertsen, Lady Elles, Mr Girardin, 
Mr Herbert (deputizing for Mr Yeats), Mr Kavanagh, Mr Petre, Mr Pisani, 
Mr Premoli, Mr Rosati and Mr Terrenoire. 
·rho opinion of the Conunittoe on Cultural Affairs and Youth is 
attached to this report. 
0 0 
0 
NB: Because of inaccuracies, corrections have beGn made in this 
edition of the report on pages 3, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 19 and to the 
numbering of certain pages. 
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A 
'i'l1<' Comrni It(•(' 011 :,oci.<1l /\i:f;i i 1"'1 dllii l•::11pl oy1111•nt 11,'r,,!Jy ::1il1111i I:: 
t-.n t::1<: Europcun Pzu: Jj,11;H~nt the fol lowl.nq niotion [or ,l re:;c1]1:t iu11, 
together with explanatory statement: 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
cmbodyinc5 the opinion of the Europl,an Parliament on the Conununi c,1 t ion 
from the Commission of the European Communi U cs to the Coun<'i l. 
conccrninq an act:ion proqrammc in [avour of milJrant work<'r:: and t )1,,ir 
families 
The European Parliament, 
•, 
- having regard to the proposal from the Cor.1mission of the European 
Cornmuni ties to the Council (COM (74) 2250 final), 
- li,1vin<J lmnn ,·01u~uU,·d l>y l'lw Cnuncil oil j/j ,/<11111,u·y 1'1/', ()),1(·. ·11,''>iJ.1), 
- having regard to the report of the Conunittec on Social Affairs and 
Employment and the opinion of the Committee on Cultural Affairs 
and Youth (Doc. 160/75), 
1. Notes with satisfaction that the Commission of the European 
Communities has now submitted a comprehensive programme in this area 
pursuant to paragraph 2 of the list of priorities in the general 
social action programme of 21 ,January 1.9741 and likewise notes with 
satisfaction the constructive work being done by the ILO and the 
Council of Europe in this field; 
2. Greatly regrets, however, that this proposal was not submitted, 
even in part, before 1 April 1974 as laid down in the general act.ion 
proqramm0, so U1at its i.rnp}r,m0ntation must unfortunately b,, r'nm111,'1H·,,cJ 
n1oru tl1,H1 a yr1,H" lnl<T thc111 miql1t liitv,, J,,•,,n ,,;.:p,·clt·d ,.11)(1, n1c>r,·ov,·1, 
under worse economic circumstances; 
3. Notes that, in this instance too, the Commission has once again 
chosen for its proposal a form not provided for in the Treaties, i.e. 
a programme about which there is uncertainty as to its binding nature, 
as a result of which there are no sanctions for complete or partial 
failure to implement the provisions laid down; 
4. Asks the Commission to submit to the Council as soon as possible 
the proposals (regulations, directives and decisions) laying down 
the basic principles of the programme, the specific measures proposed 
in it and a precise timetable for submitting implementation proposals 
to the Council; 
1 OJ No. C 13/1974, pp l ff 
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5. Sees, however, in tri s proposal from the Commission an opportunity 
for Europe to make a:r, impact on an irnportcmt and in some respects 
neglected social group; 
6. Proposes therefore to the Council and Conunission of the European 
communities that the migrant worker organ~_2.at:i.ons be consulted on the 
implementation of the programme at a European conference organized for 
:J,a t pu r.po:--;(;, 
?. .1\l::n 1_1tnpn:;c•:: lh<1t wLLJ11i11t· del.1y i11Vt•stiq:H.i.nt111 nho11Jd l,,. 111,1d,• 
i11to the pocsibili.ty or ::;pccial irn,urt1ncc at European leve i. quaran-
teeing returning migrant workers or their families a payment on the 
basis of the nu,~ber of years they have spent working in the Conununity, 
a:1d the results of these investigations pnblished; 
. •, 
0 
". 
Con:::i.d:,n3 •macceptab1e the fact that the. Commission has not yet 
:,L,l;rnJU:,:d to P,,cl:i.amen!: :Lb, p.i::npcrna] Cor c1 Mig.runt: Workon;' C)1i1rt.cr 
which it hud undertak8n to submit: by 31 March 1975, and requests it 
once more to do so without delay; 
9. Considers it to be the responsibility of the Member States to 
organize vocational training courses for migrant workers and to 
introduce provisions in their legislation ma~ing it compulsory for a 
,;prq··i fi.,i 1111mh,:l.' ,ii: hnllL'.', l:n br• r;ul: ,:it:i,k• for n11c11 t·rai1n1H; ,•;ic11 1"1',·k 
durin<J wot'.'kinq hour.n; con::1·i.dc!rt, h1r.thcr. t•1at the Mcm1bot' Sl.,ltv:; 111,wl 
make available the necessary means, particularly audio-visual material, 
for appropriate linguistic training to be given to these workers to 
enable ther;1 to benefit from vocational and general training; 
10. Urges that in Member States employing foreign workers, a school 
riystem shoulu be devised in areas where the number of foreign pupils 
.1:: m1Uic:.i,:,1t-l.y .L,1r:qci, wit:h 1)1 linqnal i.nntrtiction ,ludnq t.11,• y,•<1r:: 
ol: compul.:.;or:y Hchnol .:1t.t.cndct11cc, ::o !:hut: on completion u.l th,· I.at t t't.· 
il will be possible for pupils cit1wr to return to their home countries 
or to settle definitively in the host country; 
11. Takes the v:ie w, for the reasons set out in the following explanatory 
statement, that a full and complete programme in favour of migrant 
workers and their families should also cover the following points; 
A In tl-1e sho:ct term 
(a} legal stipulation of the equality of all immigrants working in the 
Community, regardless of their nation~lity; 
(b) the placing on a Community level of bilateral agreements between 
Member States and third countries from which migrants originate; 
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(c) harmonization and adjustment of Member States' legislation on 
aliens, and implementation by Member States of tho UN Convcnti on 
on the nationality of married women, so as to remove discrimination 
.against women foreign nationals; 
(d) the establishment of the strictest possible penal code, coordinated 
at Community level, in respect of the recruitment of ill.oqal 
immigrants; the inclusion of appropriate sanctions in this code; 
(e) the establishment of more comprehensive me'lsures, geared to the 
present economic situation, particularly in the field of housing, 
education, health care and social. services, 
B rn_the_long_tcrm 
(f) establishment of a community labour market policy with provision 
for the problem of migrant workors; 
(g) the establishment of measures to promote t"le transfer of economic 
activities to the emigrant regions; 
(h) examination of the possibility of setting up at Conununity lcvc,J 
an inetitution un{Jor p11J;l:Lc law to provido Acrvic<':: in t:ho 11,indlinq 
of transactions of rni(Jrant:r:, and publi.cntion of the re"ult:;; 
(i) the establishment of Community social security regulations for 
self-employed migrant workers; 
(j) believes that priority should l)c qivon to the followinq: 
(a) the ostabUslnncnl. ,rncl \.,.xtcm:inn of; the t.cado union rlqhti, (>f 
all migrant workers irrM1pccl'.ivc• of their c>riqin; 
(b) the elimilli::1;.ion of confliets of law1 with particular reference 
to the :vt,viewing of _the _regulations on social security for 
migrant workers so as to eliminate the discrimination that 
still exists and the intolerable delays that characterize Loci, 
the procedure for establishing entitlement to social security 
benefits and their payment, this part . .:..y with a view to taking 
into account the. judgments delivered by the Court of Justice 
of the European Communities in this matter; 
(c) the establishment of the rights of migrant workers to remain 
in the country of employment after termination of their 
employment; 
ii. Otherwise approves the proposed proqramme. 
1 •conflits de droit' as opposed to 'conflit de lois'. 
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I. 
3 
EXi'LJ\.J\12\TORY S'rNi'EMI::N'r 
Preli~ina~y ~a~siderations 
of 
Although some observations have to be made on particular aspects 
the draft progra'Tlffie submitted, and some reservations are called for, 
yoec:c comi--ui ttee would nevertheless like in the first instance to express 
~ L:c, grm:it s,1·: <.sf action that the Commission of the European Communities 
/,as ;:.;U:Jm..t.ttcJ this docunwnt. 
This is the f:i ... :st time in the history of the Communities that an 
atteff,pt: '!::.os !),~en made to work out a complex of measures for the benefit 
~aigrant work2rs and their families, with a view to improving their 
J..i.vin.q and wcc;<i;ig conditions. 'l'he ;:.,:cograrnme follows on the recent 
,, 1u 111t,,,tl. 1,1 1.no S<,c.ial t1..1rH? in fav0tn· of this group of worker,,, and 
,n;V,)8 l 1;,, C,.i,nm1:rd. ty' c qonul.nu inl:.o:r:1cit;t 1n thci wc,lfare of th0 lc,1::;t 
.!. • rrhe s:.::ctoral me&sures taken hitherto in the areas of free movement, 
soci.al .security, ri9ht of residence, housing, etc., were directed at 
implementing the relevant treaty provisions. They did not, however, 
Corm an organi.c wbole but were a disconnected series of provisions of 
varying ct09rce of importance, affecting only migrant workers from the 
Corn:muni t.y_. The me,:sures in the programme relate also to workers from 
third ,:·ountries, whose numbers are constantly increasing and who usually 
have much more serious and urgent problems to cor..tend wi t..'1 than workers 
from Community countries. 
The Commission therefore deserves credit for having exerted itself 
U,,.,,,, ciucstions as a whole, and it ls to be hoped that the 
specific tn:opo,::,,,,ls .f.:o.i: Lhe practical implementation of t:ho proqrammo 
will :ie submitted and adopted as soon as possible. 
3. Unfortunately, as will be discussed in more detail below the 
prograr..me ·:-1as been submitted with considerable delays and the economic 
si t:Uc,.tion in the whole Conuuuni ty has gradually deteriorated since it 
w,·:1s initi:it,~d and drawn up. Unemployment in particular has increased 
considerably in many countries, and foreign workers have very largely 
fallen victim to this. 
l 
~Reg. 1761/74; OJ L 185/74, P. 20 
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is mea.ns that the greatest worry of migrant wc.rkers, particularly 
, i. ,,:1., ':rom third countries, is at present mainly the retention of their 
,1.·,;:;, ,rnd, i l: tney an;: unemployed, the search for a new job and the 
r";wwal of their residence permit. 
4-. Again, the psychological climate in the Member 3tates has altered: 
~n ~he boom period, it seemed the most natural thing in the world to grant 
workers new rights, so that they were gradually P\,lt on an equal 
with nationals of the country concerned. Now there is a general 
towards immigration bans and restrictive or discriminatory measures, 
:1,,1jor: cont,cquencc of which is to give nationals 1ncference in fillinq 
vacancies, and there is even a revival of the grudges and resentments 
a·._:0.:cnst migrant workers, wl'),o have now become competitors on the labour 
:i,arket. 
Migrant workers, therefore, are mainly looking for guarantees 
regarding their incomes and right of residence in t.he country where they 
have found employment, while the Member States seem to be mainly endeavour-
n(j to avold unemployment among their own citizens, even at the expense 
of the foreign workers. 
In the circumstances, it is questionable what the real possibilities 
of implementing the programme are at the moment, or in other words what 
attitude those Member States who traditionally make use of foreign workers 
will adopt towards this programme at a time when inflation and recession 
aro lh.rnatoning even the most f,table economies. 
5. 'l'hese considerations mean that your committee finds that the draft 
prograrrune subrni tted severely lacks: 
- a list of priorities to be adhered to by the Commission in submitting 
proposals based on the programme, 
- a timetable for the submission of these proposals. 
The lack of these two fundamentally important factors threatens to 
make the Council's work even more difficult. Some optimism may be 
ju.stified,,by t'J:;iP fact, that the Council itself wish.ad. this programme to be 
drawn up; Member States can therefore hardly put forward arguments now for 
not adc.::pting the prog:r::amme. 
6. In ge~eral, it is possible to agree with the way the programme is 
presented. The Commission proceeds on the basis of an analysis of the 
i.,dvantages and disadvantages of the influx of millions of workers and 
eir families to the Community. It states that t:1eir presence has 
co,itributed to a faster rate of economic growth and that they have given 
b1.t::! system a greater degree of flexibility, but also that the search for 
q.:eater productivity has been retarded, the social infrastructure has been 
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overloaded and the regional imbalances within the Community and between it 
and the source countries have been worsened, and there has been increasing 
loss by the countries of origin ofthe most dynamic elements of their 
population, who, however, are seldom able to acquire skills that match the 
needs of their home country and so tend to settle abroad permanently. 
After sketching the situation in this way, the Comraission focuses 
attention on two aspects: 
a long-term aspect: 'it is unrealistic to suppose that even in the long 
term the need for migration can be eliminated 11 
- and a short-term aspect: the present living condLt.:i_ons of the migrant 
workers must be improved. 
7. The Commission does not go further into the f irr;t aspect. l t s ta Lti :·; 
only that 'a long-term programme for migrants ... (:an:1ot confine itself Lo 
the social problems ••• but must embrace the whole rar.ge of economic, 
regional, industrial and development policies which affect the phenomenon 
f . t' 2 o mig ra ion' • 
The Commission does, however, put forward a number of measures and 
proposals regarding the second aspect: the improvement of mi9ra11ts' 
living conditions. 
8. It is beyond doubt that the long-term aspect will prove the most 
important one. The Committee on Social Affairs and E.~ployment considers 
it possible to remove the pathological characteristics from the migration 
phenomenon, in other words to change the forced migration which takes 
place from necessity into a free movement of workers towards a country 
where there are more and better jobs. 
such a goal cannot, of course, be achieved in t:-ie short term, but now 
that the commission admits its desirability, it sho~ld without delay study 
the possibilities of achieving it. The Commission itself states, for 
instance, that the regional policy does have the capacity to redress the 
existing imbalances and reduce the necessity for migration which at present 
exists. 
9. However, in the final analysis the basic need is for the richest 
Member States, who make wide use of foreign workere to revise their 
policies as regards the nature of industrial developrr.ent, the improvement 
1c · t· ommunica 1.on, p 4 
2 
'b'd 3 1 l. , p 
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of productivity, induwtrial establishment, etc. 
The Commission ought therefore to have taken this c>.spect into account 
to make its action programme complete; it should, for instance, have 
proposed a detailed study to find out how the Conununity economy could 
develop further without the support of a considerable number of migrant 
workers. In other words, the phenomenon of forced migration sho11 ld 1iot 
be regarded LI2f_;b_ori as inevitable·; the po!!!AilJilities 0f reduci nq l.11 i ri 
forced migration and of eliminating it in the long tex:r.i ought. to be studieJ. 
10. The Commission's programme, written at the beginning of 1973, also 
shows a number of gaps regarding the short-term economic measures to protect 
migrant workers at this time of recession. The Commission does, admittedly, 
announce proposals for a Community employment policy; these, however, fall 
outsJde the content of the programme. It also indicates the financial 
measures that are urgently necessary to cope with the present scriou:, 
situation. These measures could determine the period and conditions of 
unemployment benefit, the renewal of residence permits, re-employment, etc. 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment will return to these 
points later. 
II. General observations1 
i. '.E~~~::2 
11. According to the general Social Action Programme of January 19742 , 
the Commission should have submitted proposals in this area by 1 April 
last year. More than a year has thus gone by with no significant 
initiatives in the area of migrant workers 3 , while the economic situation 
in the Member States has steadily deteriorated. 
A progranune like the one now submitted does, of course, take more~ 
preparation than is possible in a few months. However, with a. little 
goodwill some of the measures now proposed could have oeen in operation 
since July 1974. 
1 rn its observations your Committee makes use of information it has 
gathered during the past year at hearings in thc.:1 Member States (R(Jmc, 
Bonn and Dublin) on the problems of mig:t"ant workers. 
2oJ C 13/74; see also Written Question No. 411/74 by Mr PISONI, 
OJ C 156/74. 
3Apart from Reg. 1761/74. 
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Did the Conunission ferhaps allow itself to be influenced too greatly 
by the initial reactions from Member States at the beginning of 1973, so 
that it began to have doubts about its powers of actic·n? 
12. This leads your Conunittee at any rate to urge the Conunission, in the 
context of this report, not to wait for the Council to complete the 
necessary procedures for adopting a migrant workers progranune before 
putting forward in the very near future proposals based on the present 
1 
overall programme 
ii. Le~al_form 
13. The Conunittee on Social Affairs and Employment would also like to 
take this opportunity of expressing its doubts regarding the form the 
Commission has lately been giving its proposals in the social sector, 
viz. the 'Progranune'. 
This is a legal form which does not occur in the Treaties, and there-
fore does not have the usual binding character or the concomitant sanctions 
aqainst non-obs<~rvancc. This Litter shortcoming has come home to roost 
in the fact that, as already noted, the number 2 priority in the ,Janu <1ry 
1974 General Social Action Progranune, the obligation to submit an (initial) 
action progranune in this area by 1 April 1974, was not met - and this 
went unsanctioned. 
Your conunittee nevertheless takes the view that now that various 
Sununit Conferences have - at least outwardly - shown a readiness to go 
forward in the social sector, the Conunission should spare no effort to 
produce stricter Council decisions, and ought to make as broad use as 
possible here of its right of initiative. 
1see No. 52 of this report. 
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iii. Legal_basis 
14. In the draft programme the Commission deals both with migrants who 
are nationals of a Member State and with those from Third Countries 
(whether or not associated in any way with the CommW1ity), provided the 
latter 'have been legally admitted to employment in the Community· 1 
On purely humanitarian considerations (and what should take primacy 
over these?) this is correct. In addition, the position of migrant EEC 
nationals has already been very largely settled; some of them are among those 
workers who emigrated as early as the 1950's and so can rely on their 
own organizations in the country of their employment or are for a large 
part integrated or naturalized. 
15. From the point of view of legal form, however, the~e are indubitably 
problems here which cannot be solved by keeping quiet about them. In 
other words, the Commission as policy-making body cannot continue to 
avoid the issue of a suitable legal form. The practical implementation 
of the me<1sures by the Member States depends on this, cspecially in an 
unfavourable economic climate like the present onv. 'I'<> let ev,,ryUi i n<J 
depend on the goodwill of national administrations is far too risky. 
16. Another reason for the urgency of this point is that with this 
programme, the Commission is - rightly - engaged, even if only implicitly, 
in taking the first steps towards a Community employment policy which 
must cover all workers: nationals of the country of employment, 'mere' 
Community citizens, or persons not legally Community subjects. 
17. Without going to extremes, the Commission could hav~ given in the 
introduction to its draft programme a summary of the relevant provisions 
already existing in agreements concluded by the Community in this connection.2 
It could also have listed the bilateral agreements concluded in 
this area by the Member States that are now in fore~ 
Finally, it ought to have devoted a few words to its intentio·,s 
in this area in the context of the forthcoming (re-)negotiations with 
the Mediterranean countries. 
l Communication, p. 6, top 
2 A first note drawn up by the Committee Secretariat in 1974 is attaclwd 
as Annex 1 to this report (Originally PE 38. 041 ) 
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18. By analogy with the provisions in the Chapter on Commercial Policy 
in the EEC Trec1ty regc1rcling 'uniformity in ... cornmcrciill policies', 
bilateral agreements by Member States regarding foreign workers should 
gradually be coordinated, to avoid discrimination between migrants and 
because policy on migrants is an integral part of the Corrununity employ-
ment policy which is becoming more and more indispensable. The progranmh' 
affords opportunities for action in this respect. 
iv. Aliens law 
----------
19. Especially at its hearing in Bonn, the Committee on Social Affairs 
and Employment met with problems in connection with the provisions of 
aliens legislation, which differ from country to country and are in 
some countries occasionally very unfavourable to migrants. This applies 
to natu· aUzation provisions, but also to those appJ.,{ing to legal 
tr,11J1,ff•l" oi n:ition;i!:ity on m<1rri.iq" (t:l.t/. 1onii or <H'·ic1in<1l 11.i( iCln,il ity 
when i1 woman rnurries u foreigner, without lcilvin<J her country of orj(fl11). 
Since data on these matters were not available, even in a general 
form, a preliminary survey of the main provisions of Member States in 
this area was drawn up at the request of members and is attached to this 
1 
report as Annex II. 
Your committee points in this connection to the relevant statement 
by the European Council of Heads of State or Government ln Dublin, aPking 
for harmonization of aliens legislation in the Member States. 
The UN convention on nationality of married wcmen also deserves 
serious consideration here. 
V. lnte'.;fC:l.tion 
20. A point on which in the view of your Corrunittee more clarity is 
required is the one generally denoted by the integration of migrants 
into the host countries' society. This involves the whale complex of 
political and trade union rights, vocational training, education of 
migrants' children, the situation of their spouses, etc. 
21. At this stage your Committee would merely like to ~ay the following. 
It would be inadmissible interference with elementary human rights, 
such as personal freedom in the choice of profession, job, residence, 
etc., if integration were not left to the free choice of those concerned; 
but this should not lessen the host countries' obligation to offer them 
all facilities so that they can make a real choice. This is, as it 
were, the price - over and above wages - of attracting migrants. 
1 Originally PE 39.489 
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22. Th.e free choice of those concerned will frequently not be made 
quickly, and will for a long tirne, if not forever, have an ambivalent 
character, a.s the relative importance of remaining or of returning to 
the country of origin is weighed up, a process which may in a normal 
economic situation last right up to retirement. 
It is important here, therefore, that Member States apply no form 
of compulsion, w~ether direct or indirect, nor, say, give a national 
demographic policy priority. 
23. If the above applies at any rate to adult employed migrants, the 
question of i.1tegration into the country of residence is in some cases 
rather different for their children, for instance when they are almost or 
totally unacquainted with their parents' country of orlgin and especially 
the longer the parents remain in the country of employ:nent, so that the 
children's decision to return or not need not coincide with that of the 
parents. 
To avoid the cultural and psychological 'statelessness' which 
threatens to occur especially in these cases, it is ve~y important for 
school-age children in this position to get. an educe1.tion which takes 
account of both possibilities: a return to the country of origin and 
permanent residence in the host country. 
vi. Communiti-wide_character_and_EarticiEation 
24, The pr~gramme under discussion is unmistakably Community-wide, 
since all the Member States are affected.in one way or another by 
the phenomenon of migrant workers. 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment would therefore 
like to see this programme implemented in the way followed in other 
cases in the Community, namely with as much involvi3ment as possible of 
those concerned or at least their direct r,presentatives. 
2S. Basing itself here both on its own experience at the hearings in 
which representatives of national governments concerned, trade unions 
in thos.e countries and various migrant groups, educationalists, social 
workers and bodies founded on religious or moral principies took part, 
and on the ~ripartite talks successfully started ~t community level 
at the beginning of 1975, your Committee would therefore propose that 
a conference be held in 1976 to give those concern"3d a chance to have 
a say regarding the implementation of the progrenune. 
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This would bring home to the groups concerned the existence of the 
Conununities, and consequently the idea that there is a tot insignificent 
level at which their situation is receiving practical &ympathy. This may 
also help to bring the trade union movement to act R10r& streaeiy ~ 
hitherto in the interests of migrant workers. 
26. In this connection there is another prospect which seems capable of -
gradual - realization. 
The migrants differ from other workers mainly in that their length of 
stay in the country of employment is uncertain (this applies, though much less, 
to those who change their residence over a certain distance within their own 
country; it also applies less to persons who emigrate to faraway countries 
ove:r11e,u1) . 
Insofar as the migrant workers can b~ called the t~nth nation of Europe, 
they are in a ce.rtain sense the first whose mother-country is Europe. This 
Europe should then manifest itself to them in a clear and practical way. 
27. All Member States are now regularly taking measures to guide or adjust 
the economy or social life1 . 
A levy like the one to finance the ECSC, or, even more so, a levy on 
the employment of foreign workers, would not be the right step to take 
a..t community level. 
It might well be an idea, however, to introduce a form of insurance, 
administered at European level by - or parallel with - the ESF, in which 
employers and employees would participate with a view t.o providing a special 
pnymainl· for mi.grants, to be made either on departure o:r. as a supplement to 
thfl 01'1 ~q,, p1.tmfilion, wh:!.ch ie oftCDn btu1ed on a umall nuinbQr t>f worktng yeAr.a. 
Especially in cases where, for whatever reason, th~ return of migrants 
to their country of origin is going to become a lasting phenomenon on a 
fairly large scale (forced return as at present or voluntarily), a special 
'return insurance' in this sense would meet a real need; a study of 
this matter should therefore be made as soon as . .J:'OSsible. 
1 E.g. the Dutch selective investment levy; the rejection, also in Holland, 
of the proposal to pay premiums on the departure of migrant workers; the 
former Selective Employment Tax in the UK, etc • 
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28. In connection with the points mentioned below unde£ (vii), three further 
points should be mentioned here. 
Firstly, the ESF must be given bigger funds, and not only in connection 
with the matter of migrant workers, the European Parliament has already 
indicated this1• In the presert: employment situation, this Fund will have to 
take on a much larger task; especially in view of the differing circumstances 
in the various Member States, which are becOll\ing increasingly apparent. 
Nevertheless, the actions now being proposed for th.a benefit of migrant 
workers also imply a necessity to increase the Fund's resources. 
29. -From a somewhat different point of view, it is high time - also in 
connection with migrant workers - for a European Regional Fund to be set up to 
cope with the present centrifugal forces mentioned above. It was therefore 
most gratifying _that on 4 March 1975 the council, after years of laborious 
negotiations, finally decided to set up the ERF2• 
30. Finally, your committee would like to put forward the following ideas. 
They concerrt an examination of the possibility of &etting up a 
'European Post Office Bank', i.e., a non-profit-making European service. 
institution under public law to manage migrants' money, both in the country 
of employment (payments to third parties, management of savings} and as far as 
regular or occasional transfers to the country of origin ~re concerned. 
Such an institution would be in the inte~est not only of the migrants 
and their relatives (lower transfer charges, investments to limit currency 
risks, etc.) but also of the countries of origin, who could be offered 
credits on the basis of the total sum administered. 
These are three ways in which Europe could make itself felt as a 
living reality to migrant workers. 
vii. ~~esent economic situation. 
----~--~---------------~--
31. 'l'he present economic situation, characterized in 1974 by increasing 
balance-of-payments deficits and inflation, with a consequent rise in 
the over-D.11 number of unemployed in the EEC (over fo~r milli.on~ puts a 
heavy 'bui:den on the action programme under discussion. Publhhed figures 
on the num'bera of migrant& returning to their own cnuntry speak volumes 
in this oonn•ction. 
1 Resolution of 9 December 1974, paragraph 9ff1 OJ C 5/75; p.17 
2 OJ No. L 73/75, PP• l, 8, 45 and 47 
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This situation has certain consequences which deser•,e 
special attention since in the commission document tho implications 
of the present ecortomic situation have not been taken into account. 
32. In the first place, the extremely serious questi(ln of illegal 
immigration, dismissed in a few sentences by the conunission, arises 
here. 
The conttnittee on Social Affairs and Employment is of the 
opinion, now that return to the country of origin is increasingly 
taking place, that a coordinated policy regarding illeg~l immigration 
on the part of all countries which take in migrant workers is an 
urgent require~ent. A uniform criminal code governing such 
tmmigratio~, with sanctions against those who employ illegal 
immigrants, should be created without delay. This should take 
fo:tin ot an immediately binding regulation. 
the 
33. In addition to these preventive measures, a number of other measures 
deserve special attention in the present circumstances. 
---------------
A. Free movement 
In the first place ways and means of making the Community labour market 
more transparent should be considered. In the Commu~ication, the Commission 
mentions the work of SEDOC and the European Office of Coordination 2, expected 
to be in operation by l July 1975. This should be combined with a Community 
programme of training ahd retraining. 
34. In direct connection with this, by that date at the latest, there should 
be consultations at community level on relocation of jobless migrants. l\t 
the same time, then, also at community level. structural measures aimed at a 
balanced distribution of jobs over the Community ahouJ.d be promoted. 
35. The policy for the benefit of migrant workers cannot of course be treated 
in isolation in this connection: it is a part of the over-all employment 
policy. In the present economic and structural situation, the latter should 
in aqy case take account of two guiding principles: 
there should be an endeavour to achieve selective growth distributed over 
the whole Community; 
investments shou.id in future be assessed particularly according to their 
social utility. 
1 communication, p. 7 and P• 24 
2 Ibid, p.11 
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The community ought to have broader regulatory powers hare. As regards 
the special measures in favour of migrant workers that are being projected, 
the above principles should be borne in mind. 
These are, however, only realisable if such measures as general reduc-
tions in workinq-houra and earlier retirement are brought in, and labour-
saving investments are restricted; the latter point is, of course, of 
special importance for the employment of migrants, who are largely unskilled 
or semi- skilled. 
36. In this connection, one further point deserves attention. On 17 February 
1975 the Council adopted the directive1 on the approximation of the laws of 
the Member States relating to collective redundancies. This is a valuable 
measure which imposes certain restrictions on employers. 
'I'he t{1J<!Jsl1on ari!!la111 .. IIU'\d w~a brought up 11pecif ic11ll:Y at the hiUJ.r inq of 
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment in Rome - whether a supplemen-
tary fund to prevent large-scale redundancies is necessary, which could in 
certain cases give wage subsidies to firms in difficulties. 
These more general questions are of course of very great importance in 
cases of redundancies - or threatened redundancies - that involve migrants. 
0 0 
0 
Now that the total number of unemployed in the Community is greater 
than the number of migrants there and the percentage of migrants who are 
unemployed - although they usually perform unskilled work - is also higher 
than the overall percentage of unemployed, it is cleax that the migrants, 
as the weaker part of the work force, are moat exposed to the consequences 
of the economic deterioration. This will make it all the more difficult 
to bring about the necessary improvements in their often desperate.ly poor 
living conditions. 
Even though they are not as such an isolated category in the whole of 
the Conununity employment policy which is being advocated, the fact remains 
that, given their social status, they do need special attention when available 
jobs are being distributed. 
1 .. 
Directive 75/129/EEC; OJ L48/75, p.29. 
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B. Livincr and working conditions 
37. The primary questions dealt with above, relating t0 t.he labour 
market, are, as the Conunission properly appreciates, not the only 
ones facing us. Where these problems are concerned, migrant workers 
have a place beside all other workers, albeit as a partie:ularly 
vulnerable group. 
There aro, moreover, a number of que1tiona specific: to migrants, 
on which their position is no less weak. 
education and the like. 
These relate to housing, 
38. In this area, too, it is true that in the present cli~ate of 
crisis, the danger of social and welfare programmes being cut back or 
postponed is much more likely to arise. Iiere the Commission will have 
to swim against th.e tide. The Committee on Social Affa:l.rs and 
Employment therefore takes due note of the recent categorical state-
ments by Vice-President Hillery that the social policy ought to advance 
just as much in unfavourable as in favourable periods. 
39. One of the first ob-jectfves at th:fs-Juncture should-be· t.o combat 
race hatred and ghetto formation. 
This is a very real problem, as can be gathered from the newspapers. 
Government, tradei unions and the Conununity have a gre&t responsibility 
here to combat a deterioration in the situation in this regard: they 
can do s·o by· vigorous implement:,ation of the present package of measures 
in favour of migrant workers now being proposed by the Commission. 
At all events, ill workers should be encouraged to show the 
greatest possible measure of solidarity, with the strong supporting 
the weak as far as possible, irrespective of nationality. 
40. In this c~nnection, your conunittee is particularly appreciative of 
the fairly long passage in the communicatiosidevoted to the question of 
according migrant workers civic and politic~l rights1 • 
Since the Commission does not deal with this poiht separately, it 
is apparent that it assumes that admission to existing trade unions 
and the setting up of special ones is a universal right that exists 
a priori. 
direction. 
Practice in host countries in fact points partly in this 
However, it would be useful to bring out this principle clearly 
in the Progranune, both to encourage migrants and to guide the existing 
organizations, as regards migrants from third countrie~.2 
- Communication, p. 22 
') 
"'Posdblyalso draft in. the .M.ictrant Workers Charttt:r at present \;lnder preparation. 
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41. The granting of civic and political rights explicitly mentioned in 
the Progranune should in any case be extended by a mention of the elections 
to the European Parliament due in 1978. 
Participation in local elections would have to advance at the same rate. 
The n,la't.ivo youth of many immigrants is a further argument for a voting 
age of 18 years here. 
The proposed consultative organization would be able to play a part 
during a transitional stage, but would need to have the necessary powers. 
42. Your committee would also draw attention in this connection to the 
1 
section on houdnq , but would like to bring it up to date. 
In practically all Member States house-building p:r:ogram.mes are now 
being cut back and unemployment in the building sector iR one of the most 
important structural components of reduced employment. An extra injection 
of finance for house construction would therefore promote both better 
housing for migrants and their families and employment in the building 
sector. 
43. As previously stated, foreign workers have become a permanent element 
in the present economic and social structure of Western Europe; the most that 
could be attempted would be to eliminate the forced. nat'.lre of their migration 
through bringing about a gradual but fundamental change in the level of 
economic development in their countries of origin. 
If the presence of foreign workers is, then, a pet·manent ph~enomenon in the 
industrial countries and if their presence is essential to the maintenance of 
those countries' standard of living, living conditions fer migrants can no 
longer be regarded as being of subordinate importance or a matter for im-
provisation. The question of providing acceptable housing should therefore 
also be considered in this light. 
Consideration should likewise be given in this light to the provision of 
premises and facilities for migrants to practise their Leliqion. 
44. Where living conditions. are concerned, one important aspect is the need 
to extend and improve educational facilities for the migrant workers themselves 
(linguistic and vocational training), their spouses and their children. This 
is another task for regional and local authorities. 
Attention should also be given to providing equal opportunities 
with local children, for instance regarding students' i1llowances. 
1 . 
Communication, p. 17; see also SEC (75) l7 final, l, 7 January 1975 •. 
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45. On the basis of information gathered at the hearings it org·anized, 
your committee takes the view that no distinction should be made in the 
payment of study grants according to whether they are to be used in the 
country of residence or the country of origin1. 
Only under such conditions is the worker really free to determine how 
and where his children are to be brought up; this question is of course 
directly connected with the remarks made earlier about p0ssible integration 
2 in the host country. 
Furthermore, migrants' wages should not be affected by the place of 
residence of their families (or other secondary working conditions); the 
nature of their employment should bo the sole criterion. 
'I1his applies, mutatis mutandis, also to health care and the whole range 
of social services, both those based on existing regulations in the area of 
social security and those in the hands of welfare organizations. 
III. Priorities and Timetable 
------------------------
46. Annex I.II to this report gives a list, taken from the Communication, of 
the measures proposed by the Commissionl As already noted, the commission 
has not, however, added a timetable and list of priorities to its document. 
Your committee was therefore pleased that the Commission apparently felt 
the need to be somewhat more specific in this respect, since in the document 
distributed when the Eighth General Report on the activities of the European 
Communities was submitted on behalf of the President, Mr ORTOLI, three measures 
in the sector under discussion, proposals for which we~e to be made in the 
first quarter of 1975, were mentioned. 
These measures are as follows: 4 
- the extension of trade union rights to Community migrant workers: 
- the settlement of conflict of laws; 
- the standarization of systems for paying family allowances. 
We should like to make the following commentary on this summary: 
47. The point regarding trade union rights is in fact far from clear. 
5 
Earlier in this report, we noted that the right to form and to join 
trade unions is a universal principle requiring no further confirmation. 
1 See also the written questions by Mr LABAN and Mr PJ\TlJN, Nos. 149 and 
385/74; OJ No. C 145/74, pp. 3 and 35 
2 -- -
See also para. 20ff. above 
3 Originally PE 39. 607 
4 Strasbourg, 18 February 1975, p.39: printed in the ath General Report, 
p. LVII, No. 56 
5 See paragraph 40 above 
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54. In the discussions on this draft programme, the committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment discussed among other things a series of 
amendments, worked out in detail, by Mr PISONI, Mr GIRA~DIN and Mr 
ROSATI. 
For reasons unconnected with the contents of those amendments, they 
were replaced at a later stage of the procedure by other amendments which 
were voted on according to the usual procedure. 
In view of their intrinsic value, these original amendments are annexed 
to this report1• This does not necessarily mean that the rapporteur or the 
committee are in agreement with them. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
55. The committee on Social Affairs and Emplo:yment has given prolonged and 
thorough consideration to the draft action programme. 
As will be seen from what has been said, the programme was given a 
positive assessment. Your committee tried above all to set the document 
against the background of the present unfavourable economic situation. A 
number of critical observations were made, and there was much corx::ern about 
whether it could be made operational at the present tiMe. 
It therefore most strongly urges the Council to adopt this proposal as 
fully as possible and to do so before the end of this year. 
1Annex V to this report. 
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Opinion of the 
COMMITTEE ON CULTURAL AFFAIRS AND YOU!£! 
Draftsman: Mr F. PISONI 
At its meeting of 26 February 1975, the Committee on 
Cultura.J Affairs and Youth appointed Mr F. Pisani draftsman. 
It adopted this PPinion at its meeting of 19 ..,,eh 1975 by 
nine votes in favour with two abstentions. 
Present: Mr Broeksz, chairman; Mrs Walz, vice-chairman; 
Mr Pisani, draftsman; Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, Mr Corrie, 
Mr De Sanctis, Mr Durieux (deputizing for Mr Hougardy), Lord Lothian, 
Mr No• (deputizing for Mr Giraudo), Mr Radoux (deputizing for 
Mr Calewaert) and Mr Thornley. 
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INTRODUC'.l1J ON 
TlHi ,\Jl,@:l. t to;· on Cu) Lural Ai t n i.n; and Youth has ·been asked for its 
,.,n thi:.:., accion programme. 
'.rh:Ls opinion will concentrate on: 
- Section C (vocational training, including language), and 
- S0ction F (education of children), 
of Chapter II of the action programme. 
The Comrr,i tt8..:) er, Social Affairs and Employment wi]_l deal with all 
problems relatinq to migrant workers. Our committee is required to give 
its opinion on tne problems of training and education, which fall within 
its terms of reference. In addition, it will deal with questions of 
information which are important to migrant workers. 
O:'vJ qeneral .cerna.i:k ,,:t.wL be made. In the present period of recession 
in :i.ndustrinl str,t.eis, including those : the Community, unemployment ia 
u{fecting a considerable nurru:,er of workers. The principle of non-
cliscrimination which the Commission wishes to see applied in the whole 
of the Community should be aimed primarily at securing employment. rt 
seeri;s that migrant workers are often more severly affGcted by unemployment 
·::.:hai, nationals, }Jartly because they are foreigners and partly because they 
lack qualifications. 
':.'ho cormnittee on cultural Affairs and Youth must ::.herefore ask the 
comr;;.i.ttee on Social Affairs and Employment as the corr.mittee responsible to 
emphasize this aspect in particular. 
'111 ...iis prir,ciple should be reaffirmed in the texts whlch the Commission 
is to draw up. 
l. 5;ornrnuni ty ·-10:rko.r.s and workers from third countries 
In eh.is chapter, the Commission makes no distinction between workers 
from :v1enfuor States of the Comm.unity and workers from third countries. 
Vocational training must be regarded as the righ~ of all workers, 
including workers whatever their country of ori~in. 
Thi:; sta.tcrr:m,.t may appear to be an empty one in the present situation. 
It :,.:, there fore the duty of the political authori tiei,, in other words the 
European institutions (Commission, Parliament, Council), to affirm their 
pol:t tical resolve that all Member States should unrese:.rvedly acknowledge 
this right and to translate this resolve into legir.la·cion. 
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2. vocationa_.l t:caininq _<'H;; a me~n,.s_of_imt:2roving: migrant __ workers' social 
oosi tion and as a form of. developmentaid 
The vast majority of migrant workers hold inferior positions and most 
of them are to carry out the most unpleasant casks which workers 
of the host country are no longer willing to perform. 
'l'ht''-l commission notes that this is ·.because these workers a:trive .in 
the host country with no vocationa.l or linguisUc training. 
It proposes various actions to allow a growing number of migrant 
workers to obtain qualified posts; these actions are concerned with both 
vocational and linguistic training. 
Worker,, who l.save their nat:i ve countries are usual:!..y dynamic and open-
minded p.s who are not prepared to continue a miserable life in regions 
where empwyment is scarce, 'l'hes.:, qul!l.l.itiee 0hould be put to better use 
than in the pafllt. 'J.'hia would en~.ble fa 1'.loubll1l <);Jjoc:tivf.'l to oo achicvlild: 
an improvement in the social position of migrant workers and increased 
productivity in undertakings. 
This training would allow migrant workers already possessing 
professional qualifications to improve them, on condition naturally that 
their qualification was recognized and their capacity used. 
(b) Vocational_ traininSt_ a::;_ a_ form_ of_ develoErnent _ aid 
One observation of the Commission merits our att,:mtion: 'The 
indications are that the vast majority of unskilled migrants do not become 
skilled workers durir.g their stay in the host country.' 
In other words, the (undertakings in} Member States take advantage of 
the services of migrant workers, who then return to their countries without 
having received a.ny tndning. On the othi;;r hand, they provide funds for 
t.raJnin9 iH'I J!U'l: of dlliv..ttlt)plil~rit "1 (l (hilAttlllrnJly o-t: within lhlfl f;u.;·r;pt;till! and 
international organizations) . That is hardly a loqical attitude, unhff,5 one 
took the view that the burden of providing training is in t:his way transfern~d 
to the taxpayers as a whole, who finance the state bndget. 
States should insist that employers allow migrant workers to obtain 
minimum qualifications. 1'his has been suggested several times, particularly 
by the representatives of the 'l'urkish Parliament on the inter-parliamentary 
delegation. 
These qualifications could then be of use in the workers' native country 
and would help the development of that country's economy. 
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3. The first essential objective: linguistic training - object and 
,methods 
The object of 1i11guistic training is to anabl('I migrant workc,H8 to 
adapt more easily to their new surroundings, both at work and outside it. 
Such training should therefore be based on the needs of social life: 
contacts with others, with tradespeople, with administrations. In terms 
of work, it should begin with the safety aspects. It has been 
established that migrant workers, because they lack a basic linguistic 
knowledge, are more exposed than others to the dangers inherent in 
operating a machine. The appetite for profit and productivity bonuses 
increase these dangers still further. 
The Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth considers that safety 
courses in the language of the host country would allow both the acquisition 
of linguistic knowledge and improved accident prevention at work. 
These courses, which would also include an introduction to technical 
language, should bo held at undertaking level, and in some branches of 
industry, at national level. 
This is frequently made more difficult by the f.act that many migrant 
workers are illiterate, or at least have only a very elementary education. 
The Commission states that the mass media should be used to inform 
migrant workers of conditions in the host country and to make the local 
population more aware of their problems. That is not enough. The mass 
media must be used for the vocational training of migrant workers in the 
same way as they are used for native workers. 
'Cultural' or 'bi-cultural' training is considered vital to safeguard 
the personal identity of migrant workers. It demands considerable effort 
on the part oi the responsible authorities and the workers themselves, 
since in many cases it consists of learning literacy ~wice over. In any 
case, the principle to be adopted should be ·that suco training must be 
given during working hours. Migrant workers, who are often assigned to 
the most unpleasant manual tasks, as has been stated above, cannot be 
expected to attend evening classes after a hard day's work. 
A few attempts and experiments have been undertaken: in some 
countries there are broadcasts in the language or languages of migrant 
workers who are present in large numbers. However, the mass media are 
used only to a relatively small extent for migrant workers, as they are 
for national work.era of all categories. In this field, as in many others, 
the technical facilities available are far ahead .of the mental attitudes 
and training methods. 
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4. Recognition.of diplomas 
Some migrant workers have qualificatil)ns in the form of a diploma 
issued in their country of origin. Such d_.plomas should be recognized 
in the host country and should enable migr,mt work11trs to be placed in jobs 
appropriate to their qualifications. 
The Commission should lay down this roquirement in writing. 
5. Vocational training of young migrant workers 
A particular effort must be made in rc~spect of young migrant workers. 
These are often young people who are no longer of school age and who have 
arrived in a Member State either alone or with all or part of their family. 
Many young migrant \\Orkers remain only a few years in the host country and 
then return to their country of origin, although some immigrants try to 
remain in the host country with their famLLies. 
If these young people are given vocat.~onal training they will 
subsequently ba able to make use of their ,-jxpertise in their native 
count.ci.e~, which are for ';he moait, part underdeveloped and have great 
need of it. 
6. Vocational training and the need for qualified workers in the 
country of origin 
Vocational training ;3hould fill the n,ied for qualified workers not 
only in the host country but also in the C<)untry of origin. 
Coordination and cooperation between :he host rountry and the 
countries of origin (through che Ministers for Social Affairs, Labour, 
Employment or whatever eL3e they may be ca .. led) are therefore necessary 
to provide statistics on ·:he respective ma;ipower needs. This is 
especially important sine<:! the country of ,)rigin is often extremely 
underdeveloped industrial._y and cannot off,~r qualified workers jobs 
in keeping with their qualifications. 
The Commission could be useful as a c.Learinghouse for information, 
and could pass it on to countries which em'.>loy migrant workers. 
7. Priorities 
The question of vocational, cultural cJ.nd linguis'!:ic training for 
migrant workers, whether young people or adults, is so complex and so 
broad that it raises the issi.:;e of priori ti,~s in laying down practical 
short-texm actions. 
It is clear that priority must be giv(m to teaching the language of 
the host country. The extent to which wor),ers settle down in their new 
surroundings and benefit from vocational t;.:aining ciepends on their 
knowledge of the language. 
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Where are teachers to be found and how are they to be trained? This 
question is a cruci:;i.l one, since in many host countries and countries of origin 
there is a shortage of teachers qualified for this work and of technical 
teachers in general. 
The Commission should make concrete proposals. 
The Commission considers, as does the Committee on Cultural Affairs and 
Youth, that the responsibility for the linguistic and vocational training of 
migrant workers rests with the hosts countries. The Commission also considers 
that this training should take place during workin.9.. hours. Collective labour 
agreements should provide for an appropriate number of paid hours to be used 
for vocational and linguistic training as part of a system of regular per-
manent education. 
It believes that the training of migrant workers must be dovetailed 
with that of national w:i rkera, and that the social Fund (in particular 
Article 4) can be used for integrated training courses, in particular teaching 
material and specialist teachers. 
B. Finance 
The Commission is unable to state the cost of thio training programme. 
It considers that it is the responsibility of Member States to draw up 
projects eligible for contributions from the Social Fund. 
In view of the needs Which the Social Fund must ft1lfil, and in view 
of the budgetary appropriations allocated to the Fund, it may well be asked 
whether the appropriations will be enough for a full-scale programme. If no 
accurate idea of the cost can be given, then at least the sums which can be 
made available immediately should be stated. 
The European Vocational Training Centre should also include projects 
and pilot studies for migrant workers in its programme. 
II. Education of the chi.:l.dren of migrant workers 
1. Principle of equal duties and rights 
In all Community countries schooling is compulsory for the children of 
mi9rant workers as well eh1 those of nationals, Regular »chool attendance is 
also compulsory for all children, and in some cotmtries, lack of attendance 
leads to the withdrawal of social security benefits. 
Equal ri9hts include the right of the childJ::·en of migrant workers to 
study grants (as has recel1.tly been confirmed in c:i judc;ement of the Court of 
Justice). 
Equal rights to secondary and university edi:,cation for the children of 
migrant workers are still largely theoretical. The Comr.lission notes that, 'the 
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number of migrants' children receiving secondary or univP-rsity education is 
proportionately much lower than in the indigenous population'. (Doc.465/74, 
p.19) 
This is an unusually acute form of a phenomenon which is common in our 
Western societies, the fact that the proportion of workers' children in 
secondary and higher education is extremely small, although workers account 
for the largest group of the active population. 
Some reforms have been undertaken with the aim of~enging this situation 
and introducing greater equality of opportunity by meane of earlier and more 
suitable schooling so as to compensate to some extent at least for the handi-
caps faced by workers' children and even more so by migrant work1rs' children, 
which are due to the socio-economic and cultural level of the families. 
2. Action eroposed by the commis1ion 
The Commiseion propo••• to concentrate all affort• on 1ix fields which 
it considers to have priority: 
development in the Member States of reception and accelerated training 
classes .... ; 
provision of education in schooltime so as to preserve the original culture 
and mother tongue; 
recruitment from the emigration countries and adequate training of teachers 
responsible for the education of migrant children; 
exchange of information and instructional aids, as well as research and 
pilot schemes in teac.hing methods; 
development of assistance activities outside school hours by social workers; 
eq\.lal trE!atment for migrant children in the award of st1.1dy grants and 
similar assistunco' ( see p.19). 
Because of the time necessary for the adoption of this programme and 
the introductory measures, it becomes clear that the action to be taken 
immediately, in which the Commission can cooperate, is the recruitment of 
teachers from the countries of origin and the adequate training of teachers 
responsible for the education of migrant children. 
Acting together with the authorities of the states concerned, the 
Commission could organize training courses in the teachers' countries of 
origin as well as in the host countries. It could also cooperate in advanced 
training in the host country and use the experience gained in this field by 
the Council of Europe. 
The singling out of this action will help to provide structures which 
will enable the other actions to get under way. It does not exclude them and 
takes precedence over them chronologically but not fundamentally. 
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It will be recalled that in the 197 5 budget the Commission has available 
400,000 u.a. for the education of the children of migrant workers and inter-
university exchanges. 
It would be helpful if the Commission would state hc,w it intends to 
use - or how it has begun to use - these appropriations. 
The sums provided for in the budget are modest ones, and do not allow 
a large-scale action. The Commission should state its requirements in figures 
so that Parliament, the budgetary authority, can allocate the necessary 
appropriations. 
3. Priority actions 
The education of migrant workers' children presents many problems which 
cannot be solved at a stroke. 
As with adults, priority should be given to the .te?Lching of the language 
of the host country. 
The shortcomings observed in the education of children of the host 
country are no reason why a broad action for the children of migrant workers 
should not be undertaken. 
It is also difficult to know at the time when a family of migrant workers 
arrives whether that family will settle in the host country. The suggestion 
that efforts should be concentrated on migrants who will remain in the host 
countries cannot therefore be acc::eptm. Schools giving education in the language 
of the host country and in that of the mother country, by teachers of different 
mother tongue, must be provided. 
The Commission should make an effort to draw up common programmes and 
provide text-books.covering education in the culture of the country of origin. 
It has been found in some cases that text-books provided by the authorities 
of the countries of origin were politically biased and that teachers from the 
countries of origin were not neutral in their attitude. 
These problems should be discussed not only by the Commission, the 
Member States and the countries of origin: organizations representing migrant 
workers should also be brought in. However, thi:·s long-term work should not 
be allowed to eclipse immediate needs. 
Projects on behalf of migrant workers are to be developed by various 
departments of the Commission. Genuine coordination on a practical basis 
must be established between the Directorates-General of Social Affairs and 
of Education. 
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\{hen cons iderLn~ tne re;:i,)r·c or the European S<::hools, the Committee on 
C,.;l; ,c.1t 1\ft'.1L :; a,d Yuuth 1;,enti.oned tho ponsibility of m:.ikinq the European 
:;,•i;P,d;, m,in, c.,,11Hty ,H·uf,;PiJb~c- to l:lH1 children ot 1ni.q.cant woi:ktini. 
rl'he \~omm.Lrnion ,.,:10uld 1;e1:iously consider the possibility of givinq 
access to European Schools t::i children of migrant workers from Community or 
The dudio-vis1ca1 :C.an9uage teaching equipment :if tr.e European Schools 
could also be used for non-C::immunity languages. 
After considering the Commissi.on's action programme. the Committee on 
Cultt:.ra::.. Affairs and Youth is able to approve it subject to the foregoing 
observations. 
Thn committee a3ks the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment to 
insurt the fol lowi.1.g t~,o pat.·.ig,:aphs in the motion f01:· a resolution as a 
summary of its m,,in observations on the measures proposed for the vocational 
traininq of migrar,·; •,orkErs and the education of thE.: .. r children: 
Considers tr.at i s the ·E:s:::,onsibility of the Member Sta·:.e;3 to orqar:ize 
vocat:_cnal tra:~r. .n, co,;:-s,.11 for mi~;rant workers an,, to in·:rodi.:,ce ;cc,is: .. ons 
in thEL: legiElati,-m rn,,king it vcm•)ulsory for a s:)i:,c: fie nwrit,er of ho.as t.o 
'be ~.et ,112ide for r:ic. ·,:rc .. r, r.g eac'., week di;ring w<>rk.,ng ·no.1.::1::: c,:i::,siders 
frn:Uwr that the ~,m,:,e .. i ea:, s muse. make uvailabl,: t:,,1 n,:;,:::0:-sa.ry :ne,:in::, 
pan .... CL-o.rly zud.·Lc ·V snal n:,tte.r.ial, for appropria :c, .Llng,.u.;:;:.ic t.r-=<ini.:c:· t•) 
bE) give,1 to these '10.:k;;rf t,) e:~,.abl,3 them tc, benef .t from '10,:·<',tional ar.,:, 
general t~aining; 
- Be:,.ie·1es thc.t re.,:e .it:-or. c -c.s,es Eor the childre:1 of mi<c:·ra:1t wor·~ers m:1st: 
1:>c de·rel.opc,c to •rire tbm. ;;c:;elecated tra.ining _n :he 
J:cut: ,x,unt:c:: anc. t,a,.:: irnrr:c:i:..tE: ?rovisions shou.d ·:1e rrtc,de f.;::ir t.:1e cr:·,.,tion 
of se'ltc.inely bi- :u .turc.l »ch::iols. 
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ANNEX I 
SUMMARY 
of specific provisions in the community's agr~ements 
with certain Mediterranean countries concernin,g 
migrant workers 
(as of 1 january 1975) 
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I - GREECE 
Athens agreement of 25 September 1961, Articles 44-46 incl. 
OJ No. 26/63, p. 293 
Article 44 
Freedom of movement for worke:i:·s under Articles 48 and 49 of the Treaty 
establishing the Community shall be secured between Member States and Greece 
at a date and in accordance with rules to be determined by the Council of 
Association, but not before the end of the transitiona: period laid down in 
Article 6 of this Agreement. 
The Council of Association may lay down thfi rules to be applied until 
that date to the movement of workers bE.itween Memb(lr St.ates and Greece; it 
t>hall do so in the light of the employment situation in Greece and on the 
bL111is of provis.1.ons on frnodcm of movement for wo:rkers, adopted pursuant to 
chapter I of Title III of Part Two o:: i:he Treaty tistablishing the community. 
The Council of Assoc::.at:ion shaLL determine tlie mam.1er in which the 
measures implementing Articles 50 and 128 of the r::~reaty establishing the 
Comrnuni ty, concerning the e1,change of young workel:s and vocational training 
respectively, cr,n be applied to Groece .. 
The Council of I,ssoc:lai:ion may conHider the preparation and developmen-~ 
of technical assistance p::ocrrammea, in favour of Greece, in the manpower 
field. It shall decJ.de on -.:111~ finan,::ing of such programmes • 
. L: • '}URKE'l 
l. Ankara Agreement o:: :u '.leptemb,!r 1963, Articlc3 12 
OJ No 217/64, p. 3685 
'I'h8 Contracting Parties ac;·ree t:i ::,e guided b:f Articles 48, 49 and 50 o: 
the 'I'rec:,ty establishinq t:1e C•.lmmun.i.ty for the pur:?OSE! of progressively 
securing- fr<3edom of moveiw,m·: for wor·1ee:ci3 betwe1,m them. 
2. Additional L'rotoc.::>:C Qf n l:Jov,ambar 1970, A:cti:les 36-40 incl. OJ No L 
Article~ 36 
,?reedom of m:ive;nent fo:: ,.,mrke:s b,atween Member States of the Cortmmnity 
and S:'urkey shaL~ be 3ecu:cad by pr::>•Jressive stages in accordance with the 
principle.s set out in Articl<:, :..2 of tha Agreement of Association between 
·J/72 
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the end of the twelfth and the twenty-second yeM'.' after +;he entry into force 
of that Agreement. 
The council of Association shall decide on the rules necessary to 
that end. 
Article 37 
As regards conditions of work and remun.,ration, the rules which each 
Member State applies to workers of Turkish nationality P.mployed in the 
community shall not discriminate on grounds of nationality between such 
workers and workers who are nationals of other Member States of the Community. 
Article 38 
While freedom of movement for workers between Member States of the 
community and Turkey is being brought about by progressive stages, the council 
of Association may review all questions arising in connection with the 
geographical and occupational mobility of workers of Turkish nationality, in 
particular the extension of work and residence permits, in order to facilitate 
the employment of those workers in each Member State. 
To that end, the Council of Association may make reconunendations to 
Member States. 
Article 39 
1. Before the end of the first year after the entry into force of this 
Protocol the Council of Association shall adopt social secur1ty measures for 
workers of Turkish nationality moving within the Community and for their 
families residing in the Community. 
2. These provisions must enable workers of Turkish nationality, in 
accordance with arrangements to be laid down, to aggregate periods of 
insurance or employment completed in individual Member States in respect of 
old-age pensions, death benefits and invalidity pensions. and also as 
regards the provision of health services for workers and their families 
residing in the Community. These measures shall create no obligation on 
Member States to take into account periods completed in '!'urkey. 
3. The abovementioned measures must ensure that family allowances are paid 
if a worker's family resides in the community. 
4. It must be possible to transfer to Turkey old-age pensions, death 
benefits and invalidity pensions obtained under the measures adopted pursuant 
to paragraph 2. 
5. ''-:-".1e ~,teasurea provided for in this Article shall not affect the rights and 
o~li;at:ions arL>ing from bilateral agreements between Turkey and Member States 
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of the Community, in so far as these agreements provide more favourable 
arrangements for Turkish nationals. 
Article 40 
The Council of Association may make recommendations to Member States and 
Turkey for encouraging the exchange of young workers; the Council of 
Association shall be guided in the matter by the measures adopted by Member 
States in implementation of Article 50 of the Treaty establiehing the 
Community. 
1st interim agreement of 27 July 1971 
OJ No L 130 and 192/71 and L 211/72 
2nd interim agreement of l October 1973 
OJ No L 277/73 ~nd L 348/73 
no mention 
III - PORTUGAL 
EEC-Portugal Agreement of 22 July 1972 
OJ No L 301/72 
no mention 
IV -YUGOSLAVIA 
EEC-Yugoslavia Agreement of 6 March 1970 
OJ' No L 58 and L 67 /70 
- Second Agreereent of 4 June 1973 
OJ No L 182/73 
- Third Agreement of 31 July 1973 
OJ :N'o L 224/73 
no mention 
V - SPAIN 
EEC-Spain Agreement of 29 June 1970 
OJ No L 182/70 
,tocol r:,f 29 January 1973 
O~i No L 66 ar:d 99/73 
no ~nention 
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VI - TUNISIA 
EEC-Tunisia Agreement of 23 July 1969 
OJ No L 198/69 and L 218/70 
- Amended Agreement of 29 September 1970 
OJ No L 218 and 238/70 
P~otocol of 24 July 1973 
OJ No L 239/73 
no mention 
VII - MOROCCO 
EEC-Morocco Agreement of 23 July 1969 
OJ No L 197/69 
- Amended Agreement of 1 March 1971 
OJ No L 53 and L 70/71 
Protocol of 24 July 1973 
OJ No L 239/73 
no mention 
(ALGERIA) 
VIII -~ 
EEC-Malta Agreement of 5 December 1970 
OJ No L 61 and L 70/71 
no mention 
IX - CYPRUS 
EEC-Cyprus Agreement of 19 December 1972 
OJ No L 133 and L 143/73 
no mention 
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SUMMARY 
of the most important conditions of 
naturalization 
in the Member States 
(information was supplied by the national 
delegations in Luxembourg) 
ANNEX II 
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NATURALIZATION 
l'>"-'-~·---------...-------------.---------------------------·--------=T----·-·~-----·---- --·------------·~----~=---
Country Waiting Conditions Cost 
1-----------1----"'-=ne:.::r:.:i=-· o=d'----+------------·--------------------------------------4------·-----·----,,--.-
Belgium 
6 years 
3 years 
l.O years 
5 years 
In Belgium a cistinction is made between limited and full 
citiz"'nship. In the case of limited citisenship the person 
concerned has no right to vote or of election to Parliament. 
He has these rights, however, in local elections. In the 
case of full citizenship he has all political rights. 
Limited citizenship 
The applicant must be at least 23 years old and have lived 
in Belgium for 6 years without interruption. 
In special. cases this period can be reduced to 3 years: 
the applicant must be at least 17 years old and have lived 
in Belgium since age 14. Minors can obtain citizenship if 
their parents make the application and have the right to 
their custody. 
Fu11 citizenshiE 
The applicant must be at least 26 years of age and have 
lived in Belgium for 10 years. This period can be reduced 
tc 5 years in special cases, e.g. for special services to 
the state and where the applicant has spent some time in 
an area administered by Belgium (Belgian Congo). 
A woman m."U'ried to a Belgian automatically obtains Belgian 
citizenship. A man marrying a Belgian woman retains his 
own citize.nship. 
A knowledge of one cf t:he official languages is required. 
In both cases a 
registration fee 
of FB 16,000 
H 
~ 
Hi 
I-'• 
:, 
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NATURALIZATION 
•------------------------'---------------.:-------·---,----·----·-------------·-·-·-···-·--
country Waiting Conditions Cost 
____________ oia.,e=r.::::i:.;::o;..;;d;;._ _____________ .___________________ ·-····----,·--·-·----,.··-··-·- :.- ·--·--·---·--·-----·----,----
Federal Republic 
of Germany 
:Denmark 
France 
United Kingdom 
10 years 
5 years 
2 years 
10 years 
18 months 
5 years 
5 years 
A foreigner having no links with Germany must live in the 
cour.try for 10 years to obtain German citizenship. 
If the applicant is of German descent, this period can be 
reduced. For a woman married to a German the period is 
reduced to 5 years. In the case of a German woman 
married to a foreigner the normal period of 10 years 
applies. It can be reduced to 2 years for a woman who 
is :married to a German and has spent some time in a 
German-speaking country outside Germany. A knowledge of 
German is required. 
The applicant must have spent 10 years in the country and 
usually have settled there before age 50. He must have a 
command of the Danish language and a good reputation and 
not have claimed public assistance for 5 to 10 years 
before his application. 
A foreign woman marrying a Dane after 1 January 1951 
does not automatically obtain Danish citizenship. She 
can* however, obtain it after living in Denmark together 
w1th her husband for 18 months. 
A foreigner must have lived in France for 5 years to 
obtain French citizenship. 
A person married to a French man or woman must apply for 
French citizenship. The application is, usually approved. 
A knowledge of French is required. 
The applicant must have spent 5 years in Britain. A 
...oman married to a British citizen obtain British 
citizenship if she applies for it. A foreigner marrying 
a British woman must live in the country for 5 years to 
obtain British citizenship. 
The fee varies 
between DM 100 
and DM 10,000 
If applicant has 
legal claims 
against country 
(indemnification 
fee is waived 
A registration 
stamp costing 
FB 243 
H 
~ 
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NATURALIZATION 
r----------..----------.-------------------------------------·-------------------
Country 
Ireland 
Waiting 
period 
5 years 
5 years 
2 years 
Conditions 
The applicant must have lived in Ireland for 5 years. 
A person marrying an Irish citizen automatically receives 
Irish citizenship. 
In Italy the right of sojourn must first be obtained. 
Once it has bsen obtained, an appl.ication for naturalization 
may be made. The applicant must then live in Italy for 
5 years from the time he makes the application. 
The periodfor re-obtaining Italian citizenship is 2 years. 
A foreign woman marrying an Italian automatically obtains 
Italian. citizenship. Even if her country of origin permits 
her to retain her former citizenship, it is not recognized 
in Italy, where she is considered to have Italian citiz.enship 
only. 
An Italian woman marrying a foreigner obtains her husband's 
citizenship if it is automatically conferred_ Dual citizenship 
is not recognized under Italian law. The children of a 
marriage between a foreign woman and an Italian automatically 
obtain Italian citizenship. 
The children of parents who were not born Italian citizens 
but have subsequently obtained Italian citizenship, may obtain 
the citizenship of the parents' country of origin. If, however, 
the latter does not consider the children to be its citizens, 
the children obtain Italian citizenship. 
If the children obtain the former citizenship of the parents, 
they may apply for Italian citizenship on reaching the age 
of m;ijo.ci ty. They are grar,ted Italian citizenship on 
condition tha.t thay complete their military service. 
A knowledge of Italian is required. 
Cost 
A fee is charged 
only if Italian 
citizenship is 
waived. 
H 
H 
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NATURALIZATION 
.-------·---,----------------------------------------------<-.-·----------------, 
Country 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
Waiting 
oe:i:iod 
15 years 
10 years 
6 months 
5 years 
1 year 
Conditions 
A foreigner must have lived in Luxembourg for 15 years to 
obtain Luxembourg citizenship. In special cases the period 
can be reduced to 10 years. A foreign woman marrying a 
Luxembourger may apply for Luxembourg citizenship 6 months 
after her marriage. It is then granted automatically. 
A foreigner marrying a Luxembourg woman must have lived in 
the country for 10 years. 
A foreigner born in Luxembourg may apply for Luxembourg 
citizenship between age 18 and age 22. 
A new 1aw is in preparation which will reduce the above 
periods. 
Foreigners must tEually have lived in the country for 5 years. 
Citizenship is, however, only granted if ot.~er conditions 
are fulfilled, e.g. a knowledge of the Dutch language. 
A Dutch man who has lost his citizenship and wishes to re-
obtain it must spend another year in the country. 
A woman marrying a Dutch man need only fill out an applica-
tion form. She is then usually granted Dutch citizenship 
immediately. 
Cost 
For naturalization 
between FB 2, OOO 
and FB 100,000 
In the case of 
marriage between 
FB 200 and 
FB 40,000 
No fee in the 
case of marriage. 
In other cases the 
cost depends on 
the applicant's 
merits. 
gcner~L remarks; Tha information given above applies in what might be termed • normal cases' • The legislation of 
all the Member States contains a we3.lth uf. special rulings and e::c'.':':ptions. 
ANNEX III 
L i s t 
of measures and proposals contained in the 
document 'Action Programme in favour of migrant 
workers and their families' 
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List of measures and proposals contained in the document 'Action 
Programme in favour of migrant workers and their famiJ.i~s· submitted 
by the commission to the Council on 18 December 1974 {COM (74) 2250) 
I - LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
A. Free movement 
1. Entry into operation, by the middle of 1975, of th8 European system 
for the exchange of information. about labour supply and demand 
(SEDOC) and strengthening of the European Office of Coordination 
(BECODE) , 
2. Extens:i.on to migrant workers of Community Stat<)S c,f sQe;illll benefi tt~ 
not directly related to the exercise of paid employment and at 
present confined by the Member States to their own nationals (e.g., 
reduced fares on public transport, aid to large families and the 
handicapped, etc.). 
3. Formal granting of the right of entry by Member States to all the 
members of the migrant's family who are dependent ~pon him or who 
lived under the same roof in the country of origin. 
4. Elimination of the obstacles to the exercise of trade union rights, 
including the right to participate as a trade union representative 
in the management of public law bodies and for the exercise of 
public law office. 
5. J\ccelerat.ion of the mutual recogniti2n of diplomas, certificates 
and other national qualifications. 
6. Extension to other workers of the more favourable residence rights 
applicable to the period following employment, which have already 
been proposed in the case of the self-employed. 
7. Protection of migrant workers by a Community regulation relating to 
conflict of laws in labour relations. 
B. Social Security 
a) Communiti_nationals 
1. Adoption of a uniform system for the payment of fµmily benefits. 
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:.>.. /\dopUon or t\)tium,1d Ly h1~J.llillnLhrn in or<:'.l@r to ,,oon1initte Jl!i2Xl.:.\:JJ.u.tfJJiu.lt!.i,t.Y 
:,1chemen: Lhb concerns, for example, a guaranteed minimum income for old 
persons, social persions, allowances to the handicapfed and unemployment 
assistance. 
3. Adoption of a Community regulation for self-employed migrants. 
4. Pkogressive elimination of all other disparities still existing in 
Community law. 
b) Third_Count~r_nationals 
The following measures are to be implemented progressively: 
1. Elimination of nationalii;y as a condition for eligibility for certain 
bonefite; 
2. The right to export to the country of origin ,12ensions accruing from 
employment in the Member States. 
3. Application of Community provisions relating to social security to 
migrants and their families while they are living in the Community. 
4. Aggregation of periods of insurance in the country of origin and in 
one or more Member States. 
5. In regard to family allowances, benefits at least equivalent to 
those already granted to some of these workers under bilateral 
agreements. 
c. vocational training, including langauge 
1. Extension to all Member States of the paid dav-r.e~ system, to 
allow migrant workers to acquire adequate language and vocational 
training. 
2. Greatly increased provision of 'crash courses' of vocational training 
prior to the migrant's departure for his new job. 
3. Introduction in the vocational training centres of the Member States 
of measures to ensure that migrant workers have sufficient facilities 
to acquire skill or improve their qualifications. 
4. Introduction of pilot schemes for training and exchange of language 
specialists and instructional aids. 
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5. Extension of schemes affording _!;:raining to migrant workers in 
preparation for returning to employment at home. 
6. Greater use of mass media in cultural, language and vo~ational 
training of migrants. 
D. social services 
1. Improvement and extension of the social services. 
2. Introduction by the Member States of integrated programmes, schemes 
for the training of social workers and teachers and pilot schemes, 
with the help of the European Social Fund. 
E. Housing 
1. Housing studies taking particular account of financing possibilities, 
methods of calculation of housing requirements, public financing and 
modernization echemes. 
2. Proposals for model schemes on the lines of ECSC experience. 
F. Education of children of migrant workers 
1. Development in the Member States of reception and accelerated training 
classes. 
2. Provision of supplementary courses in school time to enable the children 
to preserve their original culture and mother tongue. 
3. Recruitment from the emigration countries and adequate training of 
teachers responsible for the education of migrant children. 
4. Exchange of information and instructional aids, as well as research 
and pilot schemes in teaching methods. 
5. Development of assistance activities outside school hours. 
6. Equal treatment for migrant children in the award of study grants 
and similar assistance. 
G. Health 
Submission of proposals concerning medical tests on recruitment, 
preventive medicine and socio-medical services, as well as training of 
migrant workers in prevention of industrial accidents and illnesses. 
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H. Information ~ervices and statistics 
1. Information and guidance to migrant workers by the employment services 
on working and living conditions and on their rights. 
2. Extended use of the information media to disseminate wider information 
for migrants and the local population. 
3. Establishment of more accurate and detailed statistiS:.§.• 
II - CIVIC AND POLITICAL RIGHTS 
l. Promotion of participation of migrant workers in mtmicieal affairs 
by setting up a system of consultative organizatior.s and adequate 
representation in the municipal institutions of an education, social 
and cultural nature. 
2. Full participation in local elections by 1980 at the latest. 
III - ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 
Adoption by the Member States of a conunon approach to deterring 
illegal immigration: the Conunission will organize dis~ussions at expert 
level to study the problem and formulate proposals for common minimum 
safeguards against illegal immigration, including strong legal sanctions 
against exploiters of immigrant labour. 
IV - COORDINATION OF MIGRATIQN POLICIES 
i. Creation of a Conununity standard form of bilateral agreements for use 
by the Member States and Third Countries. 
2. Adoption of standard minimum provisions concerni11g commitments made 
or to be made by the Community (association agree~ents, commercial 
agreements). 
3. Evaluation, on a half-yearly basis, of labour suppiy and demand. 
4. Gradual extension to Third Country migrants of ~quality of living 
and working conditions, and particularly the t·ight to be accompanied 
by their families; ana the transfer of wages and savings to their 
country of origin. 
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5. Elimination of abuses arising from the activities of employment 
agencies and other organizations engaged in the recruitment and supply 
of temporary workers, particularly those operations involving the 
employment of frontier workers. 
V - OTHER MEASURES 
In accordance with the commitment it entered into before the 
European Parliament, the Commission will prepare as soon as possible a 
draft migrant workars' charter. 
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:x:eacned bY tne 
Confe:x:ence on Bmig:x:ation 
National in ROtn8 
l4 ~ebxu•<Y. l ,..xch l975 
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The first National Conference on Emigration organized by the Italian 
Gove:rnment took place in Romo from 24 Febru~ry to 1 March 1975. After 
thrl'.!e clays of dtaibatea .in plimary eiitting; thcv fourth day, 'l'hundt\y, 
27 February was entirely devoted to the work in committee: 
- Pirst_committee: Emigration in Italy: its structural origin and 
how to stop it; 
- Second_committee: Active employment policy at internal and international 
level; 
- Third_committee: Protection of the rights of migrant workers; 
- Fourth_cornmittee: Emigration policy and participation. 
The four general reports submitted to the plenary conference on the 
first day were thus referred back to the four committees. Each committee 
was responsible for one report. After a brief resumption of the general 
debate on the afternoon of 28 February, the conference ended on Saturday, 
l March. 
The four committees did not submit any written conclusions. Each 
rapporteur was instructed to present the outcome of his committee's 
deliberations orally. The four committees also all supported the substance 
of the written reports, which therefore still constitute the main work 
of the conference. However, the debate on the last day brought ou.t certain 
major points. It may be useful to recall them briefly. 
l$t committee 1: Causes of emigration and how to stop 11:. 
Economic growth in Italy in the last 30 years has WOLked to the disadvantage 
of certain regions. This applies to the whole cf the south, but also to the 
1see la report (CNE/CONF/1) (Mr Simoncini, rapporteur), and two other 
important documents also mentioned in the oral conclusions of the rapporteur: 
- Document on the Regions (CNE/INF/24); 
- report by the Standing Conunittee on Emigration of the Chamber of 
Deputies (CNE/INF/5) 
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north-east and the mountainous areas of the centre. Emigration is the 
result of this imbalance. The industrial development1 of the country has 
been concentrated on sectors deficient in new technologies. There has thus 
been a lack of genuine innovation, such as the construction of complete 
factories. Scientific research has been neglected. 
(ii) The_a2ricultural_crisis 
The aqricuitural crisis is both the~ and effect of emigration. It 
is the cause of it, especially in the south, when the deterioration in 
agricultural income becomes intolerable and results in emigration. It can, 
in turn, become the result of emigration when the reduction in the population 
causes deterioration of the land2 • The absence of a comprehensive irrigation 
policy was one of the most serious factors in the agr~cultural crisis in 
the south in the 1940's and 1950's. It has had a profound influence on the 
recent history of Italian emigration since, while preven~ing the development 
of intensive cultivation with a high rate of individual productivity, it 
ultimately favoured cereal growing over large acreages, involving a 
considerable extension of the arable land. The mechanization of the large 
landed estates of other times merely accelerated the expulsion of prospective 
migrants who, because of the absence of a proper system of irrigated land, 
would no longer continue working in the fields. 
The situation in the mountains was also described. It explains the 
emigration from certain alpine regions in the north and from the Ap~nnines 
in the centre. The handicap caused by the conditions attaching to the 
ownership of land in the vicinity of military areas in the north-east 
(especially in Frioul, a border region with Yugoslavia) is also a factor 
in arresting rural development. 
The Community offers one possibility for overcoming all these detrimental 
factors: implementation of the socio-structural directives of April 19723 
the measures in favour of hill farming (in Italy ther.e are, in addition 
legal provisions on mountain 'communities'} and the creation of the new 
Regional Fund. 
1see Document on the Regions referred to above, p-2 
2see 'Communication from the Commission concerning an action programme in 
favour of migrant workers and their families' (Doc. 465/74), introduction, 
passim. (See also Document on the Regions referred to above, p l 
3 . See Document on the Regions referred to above pages 6 and 8 
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\iii; Consequences of emigration 
great many consequences were referred to. Emigration results in 
depletion of the population in the abandoned areas, ano a decline in country 
life. On the other hand, it accelerates urban.congestion in the 
immigration areas. The cost of infrastructures is shooting up, both for 
maintaining the minimum structure in the regions of emigration and for 
reinforcing that in the receiving areas. The count of origin also 
suffers all the harmful consequences of disruption o.f' thi;i cultural balance 
due to emigration. There is very marked damage to the Hocial fabric. 
The emigrant leaves his place in society. Before reestablishing himself 
in a completely new place, he suffers for a long time a sense of cultural 
shock which is very difficult to overcome. Emphasis was placed on the 
serious handicap that this shock can inflict on the chiidren of the migrant 
if no action is taken against it. 
(iv} 'l'ho remedies 
To eliminate the scourge of emigration, it is .fci.rst necessary to restrain 
the outflow, while seeking means to guarantee employment to those wh,:, 
return of which there may be a great many if the industrial recessic .. 1 gets 
worse. Efforts should be concentrated on the revival of agriculture, but 
the conference was only able to make very vague suggestions. It was a 
question, however, of determining what market policies or what socio-
structural solutions would be capable of safeguarding and sometimes even 
improving the level of employment in this secto». 
The other sectors to be favoured are tourism, craft industries and small 
and medium-size businesses. This latter point needs further consideration. 
r,arge-scale industry is no longer considered to be the universal panacea. 
the contrary, the advantages which it could bring are counterbalanced 
uy the damage that it inflicts on thfi structure of the territory ;;rnd on 
ag=iculture. For example, it has been noted that there are increasing 
obj2ctions to the si:ing of a huge heavy metal works in the plain of Gioia 
Gauro, in Calabria, as there is a risk that it would deal a mortal blow to 
r_-1hat still remains of the Calabrian olive growing industry. The same 
applies to certain projects in the heavy chemical industry. 
The conference also emphasized the role that the regional authorities 
have to play in the economic promotion of the regions of emigration, at 
the general level and at a more specific level, and the action which 
thBse authorities could take in favour of their migrants 1 
is formed the subject 0£ a searching debate at The Conference of 
resentatives of all the regions of Italy held in Naples on 10-11 March 
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Many people were surprized by the obstacles and cur"ts placed by the 
central government on the full development of activities in these regions. 
The government has often used its right of: veto under the constitution to 
block certain laws and regional mc,urnrus voted or adopted .in favour nf 
migrant workers. The latter 'are being increasingly Ciilled upon to meet 
in representative assemblies 1 endowed with consultative powers to support 
the action taken by the regions. 
{v) Returning emigrants 
~~e repercussions of the economic situation may cause many migrants 
to return home. The trade unions, which have their say in communal conunittees 
on employment, will endeavour to help miqrants find new ·jobs. However, 
the trade unions have spoken out against the popular demar,d for migrant 
workers to go home, since the conditions under which the11 do so are very 
distressing. They have criticized in particular the limited accommodation 
available to returning migrants. 
The rogions have clearly indicated that without a reform of emploYTiten-~. 
there can be no question of a coherent policy for the r~turn of emigrants 2 
However, no details were given. 
2nd committee : Active employment policy at internal ~nd international level~ 
(i) curbs on immigration 
It has been noted3 that in the Federal Republic c-f Germany the level 
of. immigration from non-Community countries beqan to h,11 in November J..973, 
well before the present stage of recession. At that tim<:! it became c;_ci.,r 
that the economic advantages of immig:r:atJon we:r:e beit}g_ offset by the socJ_,5c·:. 
costs. Immigration into Germany therefore stopped affecting the elasticity 
of the employment curve, at a time when u.nemploymer,t •:iad not yet assu,.-aed 
the present proportions. The return of migrants is net solely the result 
of the unemployment and recession occurring in the last few months. 
1Regional Emigration Councils 
2 Document on the Regions, p.10 
3 See second report (CNE/CONF/2) (Mr TOROS, rappo:r",:eur1 p. 9-10, a::id the 
statement by the representative of the OCSE within the first corn:miU:ee. 
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(vi) Schooling 
The problem concerns both the migrants and their children. For the 
workers themselves, suitable ways must be found to enabl~ adults to catch 
_sp on their education. For their children the ideal solution is still that 
of the school whic'n allows them the opportunity, at a given stage in their 
school career, ~o choose between return to their place of origin or to stay 
in the host country. This choice is closely linked with the form of 
schooling offered to them. The school should therefore make use of their 
national language, at least at the beginning, subsequently and progressively 
developing education in the language of the host country. Such dual-purpose 
.]£-hOcls would prevent the initial relegation of the mother tongue to second 
placE. which is associated with neglect of migrants' linguistic background. 
S·i::.b:;ccrJ.ently they help towards integration into local scciety. Under these 
con6.i.t: .. ons integration would take place on a basis of equality and would be 
voluntdry rather than compulsory. This would be a formula similar to that 
..f.Q.\Illil.in the 'European' schools. These schools should be encouraged in all 
co,~·,,·: ries of Europe, by opening them to all children of emigrant. workers 
wht.m,:ver por,eiblo. 
While awaiting the establishment of this general system, the Italian 
State must: do everything possible to intensify educational action in the 
hor;t countries. In particular: 
- it must undertake a policy of educational ancl linguistic training for 
the teachers to be sent to the countries of immigration: they will be 
teachers and social workers at the same time; their legal and economic 
status should be defined in a way more suited to the vital importance 
of their tasks; 
- it must ensure that, above the minimum compulsc,ry level of education, 
the diplomas obtained in the host country are equivalent to those 
in the country of origin; 
- lt must not shrink from the expense of the education costs abroad and 
it must endeavour to intensify its activities in this respect; at 
nursery school level, the work of certain private institutions must 
be taken into account; the existence of these must never be a 
justification for the absence of public initiatives in this sector; 
- it must ens::tre that migrant workers participate in the administration 
of thi:J educational policy and the administration of the national and 
conununity funds d~voted to it. 
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(vii) Integration or preservation? 
The answer to this is already to be found, at least in part, in the 
educational policy adopted for the children of the migrant worker. If the 
mother tongue is not known, or given a secondary place throughout the school 
career, it is clear that integration will take place at the expense of the 
native cultural heritage. The cultural shock which is a feature of all 
emigration would thus never be overcome1 . The Conference favoured a form of 
integration in which the oriqinal characteristics can be preserved in the 
new context of the host country. Integration must not he achieved by 
destruction, but by creating a place for migrants in a pluralist society. 
Under these conditions, emigration will no longer be a handicap whose effects 
extend into the next generation. It will become an enriching factor. 
The action to be undertaken by the States and the Community should aim 
at such integration and preservation. 
4th committee: Emigration policy and participation 
(i) Information policy 
The press, radio and television must intensify their efforts to provide 
better information both for migrants and their country, which has a tendency 
to forget them. The Conference called for publication of the list of 
subsidies and aids in favour of certain newspapers and certain radio 
programmes for emigres. The Office for Radio and Television should create 
within itself a Central Directorate of Information for migrant workers. The 
latter should participate in the administration of these new information 
arrangements. 
(ii) Activities of the associations 
Participation by emigres in the activities of their associations is 
beneficial and should be encouraged. It will be necessary, however, to 
publish a list of the aids granted hitherto to some of these associations. 
(iii) Participation in elections 
Participation by emigres in the elections in ItaJ:2 ahould be facilitated. 
The conference expects that the recent judgement by t~e Constitutional Court 
concerning a measure adopted by the Trentino-South Tirol region will allow 
the laws adopted by the other regions to facilitate such participation to be 
implemented. It must be ensured that emigres are re-entered on the electoral 
rolls. The lowering of the voting age to 18 years calls for a special effort 
to ena1le young emigrants to vote at the next election. 
1see programme of action referred to, pages 18-19 
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The action to be undertaken to encourage participation in elections in 
the places of origin should not however cause the need for progress in 
studies on the exercise of the right to vote in the countries of immigration 
to be overlooked. The worker should be able to participate in this way in 
the elections in his country of origin. 
(iv) Political rights 
Participation by emigres at least in the local elections in the places 
of immigration must be promoted. The extension of this right to 
parliamentary elections is linked in the Community with the notion of 
European citizenship. The action to be undertaken in this sector must be 
harmonized with that referred to in the previous paragr~ph. 
(v) The institutions of emigration policy 
The government has undertaken to set up an Inte~-rninisterial committee 
responsible for the coordination of the various phases of emigration policy. 
This policy should not however be undertaken solely by the public 
authorities. It requires various forms of co-management and participation. 
In this respect the creation of an Emigration Council has been called for. 
The representatives of the ~rnigr~s should have a seat on this. 
The forms of participation in the administration of this policy should 
replace at all levels mere participation in purely consultative committees. 
The Central Council for Emigration should therefore tak~ over from the 
present Consultative Committee for Italians Abroad. At the local level, 
the change would be effected by enlarging the elector.al basis, the 
representativity and the powers of the various consultative committees 
established at the consulates. Their task would extend beyond mere 
assistance. Similar action should be undertaken foT participation in 
educational activities. 
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AMENDMENTS tabled by Mr PISONI, Mr GIRARDIN and Mr ROSATI to the 
motion for a resolution by Mr ALBERS (PE 39.995/res.) on the migrant 
workers action progrannne (Doc. 465/74) 
Amendment No. 1 
After paragraph 3, add the following paragraph 3a: 
3a. Asks the commission to submit to the council as soon as possible 
a proposal for a decision embodying the basic principles of the 
programme, the specific measures proposed in it, properly 
structured according to the beneficiaries, and a precise timetable 
of dates for submitting operational proposals to the Council; 
Amendment No. 2 
Replace paragraph 9 by the following: 
9.(new) : Regrets that the connnission has not yet submitted to 
Parliament its proposal for a Migrant w0rkers Charter, 
which it undertook to submit by 31 March 1975, and 
requests it to do so as soon as possible: 
After (new) paragraph 9, add the following new paragraph: 
10. Asks the Commission to submit to the council a modified 
progrannne adding the following to the specific measures already 
provided for in the present programme: 
Free movement 
(a) The updating of all basic regulations relating to free 
movement, in particular Regulation 1612/68 of 15 October 
1968, directives 64/221 of 25 February 1974 '(special 
provisions relating to movement and residenaeof foreigners 
15 . .5.1975 
in connection with public order, public security and public 
health) and 68/360 of 15 October 1968 (abolition of 
restrictions on movement and residence ::,f migrant workers and 
their families), and Regulation 1251/70 cf 29 June 1970 
(right to remain on the territory of a M.amber State after 
having worked there); 
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